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SURVEY TO INTERNATIONAL CRUISE PASSENGERS

INTRODUCTION

Following up the study Observatório do Turismo de Lisboa has been doing in the previous
years, together with the Administração do Porto de Lisboa regarding the profile of the
international cruise passenger, a new edition was carried out in 2011, also with the purpose
of evaluating the level of satisfaction with the visit to Lisbon.
With this objective, a sample of 48 ships stopping in Lisbon between May and November was
selected, where we were able to interview 995 passengers.
Based on a questionnaire designed by the Observatório do Turismo de Lisboa, the interviews
were conducted by the company 2ii – Informática e Informação, Lda.
This report intends to be an analysis of the gathered data, highlighting the main results.
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MAIN RESULTS
PROFILE
Regarding their nationality, 35,7% of the passengers interviewed are British (61,8% in 2010).
The second place, at a large distance, belongs to the United States (third in 2010 with
10,4%), while third place went to Italy (6,3% in 2010).

35,7%

NATIONALITY

19,4%

16,8%
9,2%

United
Kingdo m

USA

Italy

7,2%

Germany

Spain

1,8%

1,4%

1,3%

1,2%

0,9%

0,8%

0,8%

No rway

Ireland

France

Netherlands

Switzerland

Denmark

Finland

3,4%

Other

56,4% of the passengers is male (58,7% in 2010)
with an average age of 57,5 years old (56,6 in
2010); 52,3 years old in the case women (57,7
in 2010); and 55,3 globally (57,7 in 2010). The

STATUS

Married without
children

73,2%

Married with
children

9,6%

Widow/Widower

9,3%

proportion of passengers with more than 65
years old, 28,5%, was almost identical to last

7,0%

Single

year’s (28,9%).
Other

As well as in previous years, the large majority

0,8%

of the passengers is married with no children.
In what concerns the academic
Master/ Post-graduation/ PhD

0,0%

level, 72,0% of the passengers holds
at least a university degree (92,3%

University degree

72,0%

19,5%

High school

below High school

in 2010).
Comparing with last year, the

8,5%

ACADEMIC LEVEL

percentage of retired people among
the passengers has lightly decreased
from 48,8% to 31,9% in 2011.
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Similarly to last years, almost all the interviewed

ACCOMPANIED BY:

passengers travel accompanied (98,8% against 99,0%

Husband/wife/
partner

in 2010). The majority of those travels with their
wife/husband/partner. 43,2% travels only as a couple

82,3%
3,3%

Children

(89,2% in 2010), while 8,4% travels only with friends

8,4%

P arents

(33,7% in 2010).

41,2%

Friends

14,3%

Other

THE CRUISE
61,3% of the passengers were on their first cruise (37,1% in 2010), while 38,7% had a previous
experience in this type of tourism (61,3% in 2010). Of these latter, more than a half chose
Northern Europe as a destination, followed by the Mediterranean.
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

Medi-

PREVIOUS

ON CRUISESS

terranean

CRUISE
No; 22,4%

DESTINATIONS

Baltic;

; 30,9%

28,3%

Once;
11,8%

Northern
Europe;

NA; 61,3%

Caribbean;

39,0%
Twice;
2,5%
Three

21,6%

Other ;
3,1%

times; 2,0%

Atlantic
America;

Islands;

16,4%

20,3%

The main source of information about the cruise was Travel Agencies, followed by Internet,
which surpassed Friends and/or Family. In 2010, the percentages were 53,0%, 17,8% and
27,8%, respectively.

13,3%
36,2%

Stress relief

Thro ugh
travel agency

65,4%

Thro ugh the
Internet

Thro ugh
cruise trip
bro chures

77,1%

Entertainment

Thro ugh
family and
friends

M ake friends

16,5%

So cialise

16,0%

INFORMATION

Health & Wellness

14,7%

SOURCES ON

Visit several destinatio ns in
o ne trip

21,1%

1,7%

THE CRUISE

P ro fessio nal
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19,9%

Co ntact with the sea

5,4%
0,5%

MOTIVATION
FOR THE CRUISE
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According to the large majority of the interviewed passengers, leisure was the main purpose
for this cruise. The decrease in its importance from last year (92,7%) was accompanied by an
increase in the motivation of stress relief, which went from 20,8% in to 2010 to 36,2% in
2011.
INFLUENCE WHEN CHOOSING THE CRUISE

average

(1 - not important at all; 5 - extremely important)

Resting conditions on board

4,27

Lodging conditions on board

4,25

The quality of restaurants on board

4,24

The ports of call itinerary

4,24

Entertainment on board

4,20

The price of the cruise

4,13

The cruise company

4,11

The possibility of visiting Lisbon

3,99

Travel agency advice

3,81

Previous cruises in the same destination

3,47

Programmes for single people

3,45

Number of passengers

3,42

Previous cruises in other destinations

3,38

On a scale from 1 to 5, the factor that most influenced the decision to make this cruise were
the resting conditions and the lodging conditions on board (same as last year, but in reversed
positions). The quality of restaurants on board and the ports of call in the itinerary were also
relevant aspects (the latter having been in third place in 2010).

10,3% of the interviewed passengers

IF LISBON WASN'T PART
OF THE ITINERARY,
WOULD YOU HAVE
DONE THE CRUISE

Probably;
Unlikely;

cruise if Lisbon was out of the

23,2%

10,3%

ANYWAY?

finds very unlikely having done the
itinerary, while 4,1% would
definitely not have done it (in 2010,

No; 4,1%

the percentages were, respectively,
Doesn't

of 39,3% and 12,6%).

know;
17,5%

Observatório do Turismo de Lisboa

Yes; 44,9%
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64,2%

Thro ugh a travel agency

reservation, was made

Directly with cruise
co mpany

through a travel agent

8,6%

Directly at cruise
co mpany’ s website

(same percentage as in

Thro ugh a generalist
travel website

2010). 16,8% booked the
cruise through the cruise

Thro ugh a cruise ship
travel website

company website (5,9% in

16,8%
1,2%

CRUISE TRIP

0,3%

RESERVATION

Did no t bo o k the trip
him/herself

2010).

8,8%

CRUISE ACTIVITIES

52,8% of the interviewed passengers
52,8%

P art o f the o rganized excursio ns

organised excursions available

32,5%

B ar

chose to participate in some of the
within the cruise programme (46,5%

29,1%

A ll o rganised excursio ns

Casino

advantage of all the excursions

22,9%

Gro up entertainment

Gym

used by 32,5%. 43.2% took

28,1%

Theatre

Game ro o m

in 2010), while the Bar service was

(43,2% in 2010.

14,8%
10,3%
9,2%

On a scale from 1 to 10, the average level
of satisfaction with the Cruise was of 8,4

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION WITH THE CRUISE
(from 1 to 10)

(7,9 in 2010).

8,4

THE VISIT TO LISBON
24,5% of the interviewed passengers had
already visited Lisbon previously (55,5%

PREVIOUS
VISITIS TO
LISBON

Yes, in a
cruise;
8,0%

in 2010). 8,0% done it in the context of
a cruise trip.

Yes, but
not in a

No; 75,1%

cruise;
16,5%
DK/DA;
0,4%
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As well as In 2010, the large

4,2%

No, I’m starting/ending the cruise at Lisbon

majority of the passengers
No, I visit(ed) the city
by my own means

63,2%

their own (50,5% in 2010).

20,6%

Yes, an organised excursion bought on board

DID/WILL YOU
GO ON AN

10,3%

Yes, an organised excursion bought locally

preferred to visit the city on
The guided tours were,
mostly, bought on board.

EXCURSION
Yes, an organised excursion bought in my
country of origin

IN LISBON?

1,7%

The main sources of information

INFORMATION SOURCES ON

on Lisbon were the ones provided

LISBON
(1 - not important at all; 5 - extremely important)

by Friends and/or Family, the
ones made available on board and
the Travel agency. In 2010, the
information gathered on board

4,18

Friends / Family

4,14

On board

4,07

Travel agency

took the lead, with Friends and/or

3,97

Internet

Family and Internet together in

3,87

Advertising

second place.

3,74

Brochures

3,64

Articles / news

3,48

Television

3,43

Books / movies
3,20

E-mail

61,6%

61,0%

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION IN LISBON

21,7%

tied. In 2010, the shuttle was in first

16,8%

place with 76,7%, followed by the

10,6%

Shut tle

On f oot

Observatório do Turismo de Lisboa

transportation most used were the
tourism bus and the shuttle, almost

32,9%

Tourism
bus

While visiting Lisbon, the means of

Taxi

Regular
bus

Underground

0,6%

0,0%

taxi and the walks around the city

Train

Tram

(31,1% and 21,2%, respectively).
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In 2011, the most popular visited
areas within Lisbon were Belém,

65,3%

Belém
Alfama/Castelo/Mouraria

58,3%

Alfama/Castelo/Mouraria and
Baixa-Chiado. While Belém and

56,0%

Baixa/Chiado

Baixa-Chiado repeat the top
positions from 2010, Alfama/Castelo
/Mouraria climbed from fifth to

52,6%

Bairro Alto/C.Sodré

44,6%

Parque das Nações

second place this year.

17,5%

Estoril / Cascais

On average, these passengers
spent 9,25 hours in Lisbon (9,22
in 2010), with 2,3% having stayed
one day and 0,4% two days.

10,3%

Óbidos

Sintra

Fátima

Cabo da Roca

5,8%

PLACES VISITED

3,3%

IN LISBON
(city/region)

1,2%

0,3% of the interviewed passengers
spent the overnight in an hotel in
Lisbon (0,0% in 2010).
SHOPPING IN LISBON

Regarding shopping in Lisbon, the four
most sought after products, similarly to
last year although in a different order
were Postcards, Pastry, Wine and
Handicraft. In 2010, Wine came in first.

58,3%

Postcards
46,1%

Pastry

44,5%

Wine
15,4%

Handicraft

13,3%

Books
Clothes

4,6%

Art

4,3%

Photograph material

3,6%

CD ROM

1,7%

Tiles

1,3%

Shoes

0,8%

When asked about what they liked most in Lisbon, the lead belonged to the Weather, ,
followed by the Local people and the Level of prices. In 2010, the most value criteria were
Security, Cleanliness and the Weather.
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WHAT DID YOU ENJOY IN LISBON?
(1 - very little; 5 - very much)

Weather

8,23

Local people

8,09

Quality of the organised excursion
on shore

7,77

Prices

8,09

Cleanliness

7,72

Walk around the city

7,99

Service at restaurants

7,70

Passenger welcoming services at Lisbon
port

7,67

Quality of cultural offer

7,98

Security

7,97

Monuments, Churches and Museums

7,97

Gastronomy & Wine

7,93

Quality of tourism information
about Lisbon

7,88

Fastness of embarkment/ disembarkment
formalities

7,65

Quality of commercial offer

7,87

Handicrafts

7,60

Access to tourism information
about Lisbon

7,81

Safety on embarkment / disembarkment

7,56

Fastness of the access to the city

7,77

Casinos

5,53

Regarding the expectation

REGARDING EXPECTATIONS, LISBON:

previous to their visit to
Lisbon, 66,5% of the

Was a magnificent surprise

interviewed passengers

Exceeded the expectations

saw their expectations

12,1%
54,5%
32,3%

Met the expectations

met.

Fell below the expectations
Was a big disappointment

On a scale from 1 to 10, the average level
of satisfaction with the visit to Lisbon was

0,9%
0,3%

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION WITH THE VISIT TO
LISBON
(from 1 to 10)

of 8,1 (7,4 in 2010).

8,1

INTENTION OF RETURNING TO LISBON ON A

INTENTION OF RETURNING TO LISBON IN

CRUISE TRIP
Very Likely

5,4%

Quite Likely
Not very likely
Not at all likely
Don't know

Observatório do Turismo de Lisboa

LEISURE
Very Likely

17,5%

15,5%

Quite Likely

12,9%

Not very likely
27,0%

Not at all likely
37,2%

Don't know

56,5%
8,9%
4,4%
14,7%
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22,9% of the passengers considers the return to Lisbon in a cruise trip as likely or very likely,
while 72,0% has the same evaluation of their return to the city outside the context of a
cruise.
99,4% of the interviewed passengers recommend Lisbon as a port of call. For the
recommendation of Lisbon as a global tourism destination that percentage was 99,2%. In
2010, these values were of 98,6% in both cases.
RECOMMENDATION OF LISBON AS A
PORT OF CALL FOR CRUISES

RECOMMENDATION OF LISBON AS A
TOURISM DESTINATION

99,4%

99,2%

In what concerns their

RECOMMENDATION OF LISBON AS A TOURISM

recommendation as a tourism
destination, 31,0% of these

DESTINATION
Top 5 destinations to visit

31,0%

cruise passengers places
Lisbon in the Top 5 destinations
to be visited, while 61,3%
include Lisbon in the Top 10.

Top 10 destinations to visit

61,3%
7,5%

Top 20 destinations to visit
Top 50 destinations to visit

0,2%

EXPENSES
On average, the interviewed

EXPENSES

cruise passengers had a daily
individual expense of 52,91

Visit to monuments/
museums / attractions

euros during their passage
through Lisbon (60,08 euros
in 2010).

average value for the
% passengers who
passengers who had this
affirm to have had this
expense (per person, per
expense
day)

6,3%

13,89 €

Shopping

85,9%

30,75 €

Food & beverage

66,8%

18,96 €

Transportation in the city

51,3%

14,94 €

Accommodation

0,2%

30,00 €

Other

2,9%

13,22 €

From the items composing this expense, it was possible to draw the following information:
6,3% has had expenses while visiting Museums or Attractions, in an average value of 13,89
euros. 85,9% of the passengers spent money in Shopping – 30,75 euros per person on average.
66,8% had expenses on Food & Beverage – 18,96 euros per day. 51,3% spent money in
Transportation while in Lisbon, with an average value of 14,94 euros per day. And the 0,2%
who had accommodation expenses, the average value was of 30,00 euros.
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CONCLUSION
The cruise passenger has an average age of 55,3 years old, is married with no children.
He/She is professionally active and has a university degree. Generally, travels accompanied
with his/her life partner.
Contrary to the results of previous years, the majority is in his/her first cruise experience. Of
those who had already done at least one cruise trip previously, the preferred destination was
the Northern Europe. Mainly they used the Travel Agency to gather information about the
cruise. The choice was made mainly taking into account the resting conditions and the
lodging conditions on board. The inclusion of Lisbon had some level of important in this
choice.
The participation in part of the organised excursions was the preferred activity within the
cruise experience, even though the majority has chosen to visit Lisbon on their own. The
most relevant source of information on Lisbon was the one provided by friends and/or family.
Regarding shopping, the highlights were postcards and pastry.
On average, the interviewed cruise passengers have had an individual daily expense while in
Lisbon of 52,91 euros, which represents a slight decrease from the previous year.
The level of satisfaction with the cruise is high, the same happening with the visit to Lisbon.
The Weather, the Local people and the Level of prices are the most valued criteria in a
specific evaluation.
The probability of returning to Lisbon outside the context of a cruise (72,0%) is stronger than
the one considered within another cruise trip (22,9%). Almost all the passengers recommend
Lisboa both as a port of call for cruises and as tourism destination, placing Lisbon within the
Top 10 of destinations to visit.
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